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The current landscape
Cloud Defense
What do we need to consider
when placing data in cloud

Home working
Protecting devices that are
remote has now become
more important than ever.

Phishing and banking
fraud is up
Cyber incidents are at their
highest they have ever been,
and attackers are using email
and advanced phishing
techniques.

Mobile devices need
more protection
Mobile devices are accessing
environments that need
security and are now
ubiquitous, the data that is
being looked after needs
better cloud security.
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Cloud Security and defence
Cloud security is challenging, the data and
applications are everywhere.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restorable backup
MFA
PAM
Firewalls
Network segmentation
Encryption
Antimalware
ISMS and Policies
SATT
UBA
Testing

When last did you test your defenses? We now find
that you are as secure as your last pentest and
having continuous testing is key.

The Dark Overlord

What you need is comprehensive defense

The new normal

Everyone works from home
Your laptop or remote machine is now an extension of the
corporate network, does it have the same level of defense as
your corporate environment? 92% of respondents to the study
by IDC say no.

Everyone uses mobile devices
Mobile devices now access and store confidential and personal data and are
gateways into environments, we use them for convince and for mobility. Yet
they ae a risk, managing the risk is key to staying safe.
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The cyber vendor landscape

3 Steps simple security steps to defense for Cloud

Make sure you have
MFA
Passwords are weak and you
must use MFA for applications,
devices and data.

03

Encrypt your data

01

Backup what you value

02

Any data transmitted and
stored should be encrypted in
the cloud so only authorized
users can get it.

Backup what you have in the
cloud and what you value so
that you can restore

Cloud defence is about layers
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Thank you
@Magalhaesricky
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